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BMW & MINI Trade Club announce the
WINNER of a 

BMW R nineT
roadster 

The BMW R nineT 
Thoroughly reduced, and yet entirely present. The BMW R
nineT classic roadster embodies the passion and innovation
of over 90 years of motorcycle design, with high-quality
materials and careful workmanship in the smallest detail.

This classic motorcycle, with its iconic powerful
air/oil-cooled twin-cylinder four-stroke boxer engine, with
two camshafts and four radially arranged valves per
cylinder as well as central counterbalance shaft, now runs
even more smoothly.

Though it still draws its 80kW (109 hp) from its
1,170cc displacement, it pulls through much better thanks
to its flattened power and torque curve in the range
between 4,000 and 6,000 rpm. This makes rural roads
even more enjoyable while also complying with the new
Euro 5 standards.

The focus when developing the R nineT was its modular
concept right from the outset: the highest degree of
customising possibilities, countless professional and private
modifications show the real potential of the R nineT.

A brand new BMW R nineT roadster motorcycle now takes
pride of place in the garage of Glenn Anable, from Eurotune
in Miami, Queensland, after he was announced as the winner
of the major prize in the BMW & MINI Trade Club competition
in December 2021.

The 2021 draw marked the first time BMW & MINI Trade
Club had offered such a significant prize and it was
particularly well received by an ecstatic Anable. 

“Thanks to the BMW Trade Club for running this
amazing promotion,” he said. “The Eurotune team was
already committed to fitting genuine BMW and MINI parts
during vehicle repairs, but this made it even more
worthwhile! We also have an excellent relationship with the
team at Gold Coast BMW.”

“You made my day when [BMW Trade Sales Manager
QLD & WA] Boyd [Crawley] rang to inform me that I’d won
the bike. Even better was the fact that he was in an online
meeting with the rest of the Trade Club team around the
country and everyone was celebrating at the same time.”

The R nineT roadster was presented to Anable at Gold
Coast BMW by Gold Coast BMW Parts Manager Jason
Pilkington, Boyd Crawley and Business Development Manager

for OEC Australia, Damian Cahill.
“Congratulations to Glenn on winning this fantastic

motorcycle. I am sure it will bring him a lot of great
memories on the road,” said Tobias Kretzer, Head of
Strategy, Business Development and Marketing, Customer
Support for BMW Group Australia. “This promotion was 
a truly collaborative effort by all involved – BMW, BMW
Motorrad and OEC, the BMW partner that runs the BMW &
MINI Trade Club program – to achieve fantastic engagement
from our business partners.”

Anable was not the only BMW & MINI Trade Club Member
to win a prize. Each month from the start of the competition in
March 2021, there were monthly prize draws of BMW M apparel.

The handover of the motorcycle marks an exciting start
to 2022 for BMW & MINI Trade Club, with another
competition to be launched and other enhancements to the
program to be announced in due course. 
Editor: As we wrap up the BMW & MINI Trade Club “Win 
a Motorbike” competition, it was great to see how thrilled
Glenn Anable was with the grand prize – he just couldn’t
believe it. The BMW R nineT classic roadster really is a
fantastic bike – well done to the team at BMW Australia.

OEC's Damian Cahill (L) with Glenn Anable.


